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Some SuggeStions for Teaching

To gain insight into thesubject of balanci

children need time to explore many arrange-

inents. with the basic equipment, They should

develop a "feel" for when things will and

won't.balante and.an idea of, the kind of

4 work th,ey'Can do with the basic Materials.*

You seri/. e as a source of guidance and Sup-.
I

port when ,children, begin 16 draw conclusions

and make,generalizatio4 and predictions

from their own obqrvations.

There is no one preferred way to teach this

unit. There have been successful classrooms

in which the teacher has merely set aside a

table of balancing equipment. She Will; per- .

haps, ask artoccasiOnal question, add a nm

bit of equipment,-or suggest a new problem

or a new approach to an 'old problem by ,

giving the children one. of the Problem Cafe.,

supplied or one she'has designed, .

a

"Children who have been exposed to the activities in the

Elementary Science Study Unit THE BALANCE. BOOK have

been given a ciianee to work with large balancing equip-

ment, with pan balances, and with some of the same

type of equipment used here, and have developed a

sense of when things will: balance, THE BALANCE BOOK

and Materials for PRIMARY BALANCING are available from

the Webster Division of McGraw-Hill Book Company,

Manchester Road, Manchesier, Missouri '630.11;

6 / Introduction
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*Problem Cards for Seitior Balancing to go with this unit

are available from the Webster Division of McGraw-Hill

Book Company. See page 21 for a description.. ,"



SENIOR BALANCING has also been done-by
an entire class, at specified times and with
specific activities and pro.bleps planned for
each session. Satisfactory results can be
achieved this way, too. Between these ex-
tremes lies a range of other posSible ways to
present this Material.

One child's work may lead the activities of
the class in a new direction, possibly only
vaguely related to the subject at,hand. These
classes will often prove to be among the most
exciting and valuable to you as well as to the
children. (For an account of a class that dis-
covered an interestingsidetrack,5ee Appendix
A.)

Naturally, you will select the style that suits
your'own objectives and personality, and
you will probably alter your approach a little
bit each time you use this material.:

On the first trial, most teachers are working
through this.material along with the chil-
dren ancyneed some guidelines to follow.
"Beginning ACtivities" attempts to provide
such a path through the material. In subse-
quent years, you should not need to follow
the suggestions so closely.

,The teaching pattern described here suggests
a sequence for distributing the various items
of equipment and also provides you with
ome notes, on the types of activities that can

be expected tooccur at each 'stage of the
game.

Under "Background for Continuing Investi-
gations,' you will find' discussior1s of specific
topics that you will want to explore on your
own. You can work through these sections
in any order, selecting those thatare pertinent.

Scheduling

If the class works as a whole, you can
spend as few as ten class periods gr. as many
as thirty on balancing. TeaChers have found
it best to allot two or three periods a week, i
each period of at least forty -five minutes, to
thii work. On some days the childrn's inter-
est may keep them working longer at5L5alanc-

ing; on other day shorter period may',be
advisable.

Of course, if the children work at SENIOR
BALANCING individually or in a small group,'
you can et asid&time and space for this
as you do for other activities. Approached in
this way, as an elective activity; the unit.can

ntinue throughout the school year..
You may firid,.too, that the baLancing

equipmentiwill be called for tirrie and again;
as the children feel the need for it in.conriec-
tion with their other studies.

Ages

This unit has been used successfully with
children in grades three through eight; the
majority of trial classes have been in grades
five and six. Children of any age tend to do
the same sort of simple work with the balance
equipment in thebeginning. For children
who have already done balancing work in
the primary gr es, this unit pfovides a cOn,
tinuation, e ling them to explore balancing,
in more an ytic and mathematical ways.





using the materials''.1-10ikteveK you choose,t0'''

teach SENIOR BALANtING,)'iOu will need'one;:.

Teacher's Kit. In addition, One6-Student

will suffice ifchildren are to work on

balancing individually at,times of their

own'Choosing. If the.whole class will be

working on balancing at one time, order

epropgli 6-Student Kits td supply each child'

with his own basic equipment. You will also

need one set, of Problem Cards for Senior

BdIancing.

When the whole class i5 working together,

it is helpful to have available individual

containers, such as plasticireezer containers

of heavy plastic bags, in,Which each child

Can' store his Wailers and paper clips. Some

teachers have founcfN helpful to, deaden the

ise of dropped washers by providing

dren with newspaper or:place mats to work,

on. Working directly OrOhe floor also reduces

clatter.

Manylteachers.have found it helpfulto

provide a package or two of wire shower

curtain rings. The,children use these.rigs

When they wish to hang large numbers of%

washers on. the board with4it droppirig theft

Children like to fashion their own balanc

ing equipinent also using materiais from

regular school supplies' or item5'brOu.ght f

home. (See Appehdix 5 for suggestions for

balances children can easi'y build.)

Two koos to so 0./lie boai'd For, later work,

601 diild:ge'th; a Ai.00,deii fulcruiri with a

Cdated)ytth sand. This

makeS;:it to.':,use the pegboard both

as.a flat balance beam, with the washers on

top Of hanging beam, froth Which

the washers are suspended by paper

Sonie'Ch'ild'ren develop a strong preference

for one NMI o'balancing'oVer the other, but

it is we4th pointing out that most problems

4"

`p'. '\'

can beldo'ne both ways, and, it isi.tisefiilto

suges, fo a child who is hving)trotible.with

a progleni that he :shift km hangig

bodrd t the flat board:,

.

J1000P. fli>0001100010
i900,(100011C111,0000,11 1.1,7110.01101',.s,
J OCO 0)000 000 aogi000du ,uouslu.90

L.

P.

For Most work,
r

the board is liung on-the

stand aildthe washers are suspended from

it by paper.:cliphooks. In this case., there is

no question about whiqi hole the.4sher-

weight is placed at, and thePwashers stay.

where they're put. Even when thcboarclis%,

.r.yetybeavysvith washers,-they wOn't fall off,

and,with the board hung-on the stand, it is

Sy. to 'see how muci'tlie board iS

Introduction SE
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. Soine of The diagrams.show'a board on The

block, 'fq1Criurt. Thereare advantages to using

the boarel,flat in some sitil'atiods,, in addition

to the contrast it pr,ovides.With the board

hung'cn the-nail fulcnini.;For example,. you

can easily place a washer halfway between

two holes: To'clo this on the hanging board

entails putting' the paperclips oYer,thestop

o he board or hanging a washer on tWatlips.

stiSPend4fLo adjacent holes.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0,0,0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0

The flat board is alSo useful when you want

to slide the weights gradually afOng the board

until you find their proper position, or when'

you want.to shift washers by .a series of

symmettical moves as on pages 23 through,

25.

It can also be used with small,blocks and

other kinds of weights that can't be hung

from clips. . , .

The flat board doeS, however, have several','

disadvantages. (F4 this reason it is suggeSted

that the sandpaper block beleft out of The

pupils'otoxes for the first few sessions.) For°
p

one thing, the bOard is'easily tilted so that

one end toucheSsthe tAle,top, which makes

it difficult to see'hOw.mtich atijustmentis

. needed -to achieve balance. For anbther, the' '

.washers tepid to shift (especially if orie end

of the board hits the. table top), further corn

plicatidg attempts to balance the board.

10 iIntroductIon
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4

considered primarily a teache'r's tool. Experi-

ence has shor r that children come to uriclr-

stand concepts better when they themselves

Work through the ideas. ,
Trying problems with this board gives

'children expefience using 'board of a differ,

ent They,may notsekat first, that

thelength of the Rta'rd is-uniiiii)ortant and

theyrAay need this bpFrtun4 to ga

perspectiYesThe halNengthlind quartet

length strips, in the, Teacher's kit can bused

as short balance boards.'

Since the tilt of the double-size board,is

easy to record on the chalkboardihis

merit\ maybe useful when the 'children are

.investigating sensitivity and the effect of ,one.

paper 'clip. The reguldr .Iti'"gth boards can

alSo be,usedlor Comparison.
1

Using, the 'double-size board The double-size

board'is useful when chiidied wish

demonstrate a problem for the rest Of tfte

clas's. Some teachers:hay put a, cup hook or

naiQdf they(ill near the chalkboard, gthat

the bo,id is' easily seen during a discussions

Otheils Jiang the double-sizeboard from a

student balancestand placed on akigh tablec'

or -pile of books so that everyone' can see

what is going on. The tape may be used

along, the bottom edge to make the board,

,stand out against a'dark baCkaround and can '

also\ bewsed for numbering.

'Occa45hally, teachers have used this ,
board. to pose a problem, but it should not be

' n

7i'

Other materials Items which you can obtain

-easily: are not included among the materials

'',suppliedNodeling clay is used in many

activities, because ittarirbe easily,shaped, cut,

molded; andlinsCriked with pencclmarkin'gs

and numbers. Where it iS'not available, '
`teaclers.have substituted materials such as

gum eiasgrs' lengthS'of string or wire.

ln some clas'ses, small blocts have been'

Used On.the flat team, and the Children may

suggest trying. sugar cnbes,glominoes, Attfi-

.bute Flocks', or Cnised'iire roes,

Same cards'ujilirequir'e sOcial materials;

which you .6r the children can, provide.

',4
I 'Available freni the Wel')steic.Divisiori of McGraw -Bill

Book Company,
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These photographs were taken dining the

early stages of SENIOR BALANCING dasse

They giVe a flavor of the varied activitie

children ,sample with the balancing egti p-

ment. Later, children may pursue some of

these activities. in greater,deptli.

'Ft

'12 Beginning Activities
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As you look arour
children involVed in
following:
Symmetrical arrangers
washer on one side
on the othex side in
continuing to add w
each side. The boarc
snmething like this:



This sort of arrangement can be turned

'around into a problem: Can you add

washers to this board to make one side

the mirror image of the other? Don't move

the washers already there.

This perhaps leads on to balancing one

washer with two.

room, you may find

qns such as the

How about this arrangement?

(These problems are discussed in "Predicting;"

p. 23.) Many children balance washers with

long chains of paper clips.

Problem:

Will a chain of six washers balance six

washers hung on one paper clip? (What

about the extra paper clips?)

hanging a single

en a single washer

rresponding place;

in pairs, one on

t end up looking

Movingaway from symmetrical arrangements

to other ways of balancing the bOard.

Problem:

Can you make the board balance by adding

two' washers on the Same Paper clip?

}Beginning Activities / 13
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'Problem:
Will uyasher hung at the bottom of a
paper7cTip chain haye the same effect as
one hung at the top?

Problem:
Where fan you.put six washers on one
paper clip, to balance a- ain of six wishers?

14 / Beginning Activities



Balancing the board whetuthe nail is off-cente-
a few washers out on the long side will bal-
ance a great many. on the short fide, an
intriguing situation.

C.)

Problem:
If the board is suppojed near one end,
how many. washers will be needeAlo make
it level?

I

(See "Off-center'Boards," p.33.)



Using the board to weigh the washersone

girl did:this: Using the pegbo5c1 as an equal-

arm balance, She hung a single washer on a.

paper clip from the end hole on one side and

kept adding paper clips to the end hole on the

other side until the boardc'as balanced. It

took 33 paper clips, She announced that the
.

washer weighed the same as 32 paper clips.

I I I

(See :'Weighing" p. 30.)

When can the.board "feel" small difference's in

weight? One student announced at the end

of the first claSs that when there were no

washers on the board, oMpaper clip 'made it

tilt a lot; after he had hung many washers on

it, one paper clip didn't have any effect He

found this out in the course.of balancing the

board by itself while he was trying out the

"'equipment for the first time. Children often

want to investigate this sort of thing more

carefully later on.

, Problem:

What's the lightest thing you can weigh

with the board?

Problem:
4

4.

Some Useful Problems

The previous Section inclic`ated thitwide

variety Of problems that children elect to

tackle at the fiery beginning of their work

with the balances,

Here are some additional door-opener

problems.

1. Hang one washer somewhere on the.

board; How many ways cayou find to

balance it? Here. are some of the possibilities:

With one washer:

What difference does it make when you puf

theitail in the middle-row center hole in-

stead of The toThrow center hole?

(See page 37 ardi following pages.)

With two on one paper clip:

With two'on separate paper clips:

Beginning Activities / 15
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With three washers:

Many children think about these

terms of fractions: "The single wa

third as many,as the group of thr

three go a third as far out."

16 / Beginning Activities

etups in

her is a

e, and the

. 2, Startwith two,washers balancing.two

washers (this problem may be done more

easily with the board flat on the fulcrum).

Spread out one pair, leaving the other pair

where it 14/s. Find several positions for the

Spread-out pair, and then reverse the proce-

dure, piling the pair up again.

3. Add washers' than already balanced off-

center board.

4, Can you make a lump of modeling clay that

will weigh half a washer? Some children enjoy

working with clay, and they may goon to

make a whole series of lump's- that are frac-

tions of a washer in weight, The clay can be

molded around a paperclip, and its value.

(such as "112, washer")scratched omit with

a pencil point.

Does changing the shape of a clay weight

affect the balance of the board?

Where can you add two washers tt keep it

balanced? Children who have not yet tried

working with off-center boards may find that

their first guess -"at the ends"leaves them

puzzled, and this starts them thinking about

off-center balancing in a way that will get

them going on a worthwhile path,

Pwt

ese problems are merely a selection. You

m devise others as they are needed, It is

not intended that every child do every one.

Some will have gone beyond them, and some

will not be re dy for them. 'A key problem

can be a question which has siumped.a child

iv or a puzzling part of balancing that you feel

11 could be worked out by a single child 4::1. r by

the group.



TroubleshootingWhen the Board or the

Student Doesn't Work
s)

There are times when the board'seems to

balance aid you think it shouldn't, or when

it doesn't balance and you think it should.

Encouraging the student to ga.ahead and find

the troible may be worthwhile for him, yet it

helpsto know what's.wronggiOurself. Here is

a list' Ortypical mechanical difficulties:

FrictionAre the washers hitting or scrap-

ing against something? Friction can kekp the

board frOm swinging freely.

Fultruin or Washer PositionAre the

fulcrum and washers positioned where the

chap thinks.therare? (He may havk counted-

wrong.) If not, all predictions will go awry,

Unequal Weights.Are washers'of theSaine

apparent size the same weight? Try inter-

changing two washers. from opposite sides

of the fulcrum:If this changes the balance,

one of the washers may be off-weight. ,

An Uneven BoardDoes the board balance

at its mid-point,Without any weights attached?

Sometimes one end of a board is heaviefthan

the other,'

Also see the section, "What's Balancing_

What?" on page 27 for a discussion of ways

to analyze arrangements that are not balanced.

Far more frustrating than an equipment

difficulty can b,e a bored and non-participating

student. It does no good to force a student to

work with balancing if he is dead set against .

it, but. students often become temptedty one

or another of the, activities and thus b, gin to

explore further work with the. balance.

The cards may adt,as a st,imulant to get a'

student working. For some children, part-

nership with .a student who is already

intrigued wOrks.

ie

Descriptions

During their early explorations with a

balance, students often try a great variety Of,

activities. Once they have gained a basic.

familiarity with a balance, they can go back

to a situation, such as balancing an off-center

board or weighing light objects, and look at

it more CarefUlly. In the process, they must

refine their tools of analysis. The following

sections discuss numbering the board and

ways of describing a balance situation in

drawins, w,ords, or numbers. With these

skis, children can look at situations such

as weighing, predictiing, and off-center

.bOards with greater care. These closer loo

can lead to a better understanding of balance

and balances.

Beginning Activities / 17



Drawings There are many ways to draw a

balance board. Here are five:o.

0 00.0.0 0.00 00034030.0000' 000 000000 0.000
008000300000000 00000'03000003 0000
000300003000,000000000004000063000

0000000000000 0000002000'000000000

The last shows,theboard flat on the. sand-

paper fulcrum.

The last two drawings are the type used

throughout this Guide. (Pe
, fe

Children use'many styles in their drawings,

and you should encourage, originality rather

than conformity.' Some children will need a

bit more help, however, Dot diagrams, such

as those following, can easily be typed onto

a ditto master and then duplicated for class

use. Although this does not encourage ori-

ginality,,it does he,lpchildren'to record

balancing situations: quickly and accurately.

10 Eieginiiing ActIvitles
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Word and number descriptions AnotIler way., or .

recording balancing discoveries is:by means

of word and number descriPtionsyEgly' in

the garrie, a child might describe 'this. board,

.

. somewhat like.this:
.

"Twowashers; 10 spaces
. .

froth the'nail, balance one Washer, 4 spaceSt

,one Washer, 16'spices frOrri..the nail.."'

:..he need to Simplify:this'notation'maylead

to something, on thiS order:

2 @ 10 .balances 1 @ 4/and 1 @ 16

which can be further refined to

2 @ 10 = 1 4 ± 1 @ 16

or

2 X10 = 1 >c4+1 X1

The final version is not only a short

form, but also a more soitsisticated wof

describing the balancing arrangement, lithe

child has come 'tli ali., he has begun to have

an idea of a numerical cohnectioiC, bestWeen

distances and nurriberScof washerS. '',

It is important,.howver, that each child

be allowed to arrive at his owntfonh of

notationli,-

The numbers shoulci e usedsfor expressing

well- understood physii I situations. Insistence

On abstract notation:ca lead tolneanihgless
,

exercises in arithmetic.1
, (,'''.

Numbering the BoarCi :

After about 'six or seven sessions, when the

class is beginhing to get a,feeling for the

'\ numerical relations inVplyed in balancing; and:',

children are getting tired of counting

holes, the 11411 tap,ear1,6e,.)119de available

tcYfacilitate :putting'. identifying, marks or.

,nutribers on the board;
. ,

' Children:typically devise many,ways of

numberiniihe board, such

1 2. 3 4 5 b 7 13 14 15 16 I; 18 19 20 21, 22 23 2+ 25 16 22 2s 29 a) 31 32

t

;i6 15 14 1312,11 10 9.8 7 6 .5' 4- 3 4 1 0: 5 6, 7 8 5 10 12 154 Ib16,

"
o 1' 4 5 o 11 '11; , 14, 15 i6

Beginning Activities /



One girl even numbered hers using Roman

numerals:

As a child better understands,the balancing

relations of distanCes and numbers of washers,

a fulcrum-centered system of numbering may

appeal to him more. Still, children who count

in from the ends can often show that their

'system allows'them to predict. For instance;

for symmetrical arrangements

I'd 141 o 0,44

15' 14:.13 11 .11 9oft 1 outsell.
2 .4

I I O.ttI
. **1 **

9 ' 10
5 Olt

,
5

4, .

3 2. 0
I, e ,5 O.

11 a la 14 15 :1. 01 .

The numbersjh child has pUt on his board

may serve hintWell for describing how many

washers he, has, and at which positions, but

if he wisheS to make predictions or mathe-.

rnatical statements, he must devise some

system that will alloW hinv to &scribe the two

side's 'of the bOard in terms that simplify the

mathematics. .

.It is essOnOl that the children devisethese

methods theniseNes, and their own choice

of a method anci;:jii.;tificaiipii for,.theit.prefer-

ence are more idportant.than the selection

of a'sIngle "best". way to do it. Later on,

they will find it helpful to agree on 'a

common Method, of numbering for use in,:

class diSscussions.

Keep the 114" tape available,in case a Mild

wishes to chanty to a different system for

his board. Hi$.first method may haye proved

.unsatisfactOry to him, or he may want to

number the board for 4::SpeCial purpose, such

as some oft-center experiments.

in3 plus 1 in 6 balances 2 in 3 LAO' lino.

(2 )( 3) + (1 )( 6) = .(2 x 3) + (1 )(16)

For non-yinmetrical cases, the syStem is not

as helpful;



Problem Cards

After about five or six sessions, you may

decide that the childien are ready for some-

thing new and introduce the Problem Cards.

Most teachers simply choose a location for the

The first,three cards were written by

children in trial classes, Your students may

want to try them. You might keep a supply

of.blank cards available, for those who wish

to write their own cards. Children usually

enjoy trying problems made up by their

cards, andby way of introductiontell the friends,

class that the cards offer new things to thi'ilk

about. The cards are grouped.

under headings that correspond to sections of

this Guide. In some cases, there are sequences

of cards that give a progression of problems

on a particular topic. They are numbered for

reference only, and theirpumbers appear at

the beginning of the appropriate section, but,'

in general, the cards need not be arranged in

'any special order.

The choice of whether or not to do any

particular card or cards (or any cards at all) is

usually left up, to the child, but those who

choose to try the cards should be discouraged

from competing to complete ':the' most" or

"the hardest" cards.

You will find it helpful if you take a little

time to Oecome familiar with the types of.

cards in each of the different categories. Then

you can easily,'choose one to help a.child

pursue the path he has begun or foluggest

anew activity to a child who wants some

thing different to try.

44- '"=0,1
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Background for Continuing Investigations

The b6nning activities already described

open the way for a great variety of further

activities, Many such activities are discussed ,,

here. They are not intended to be done in

sequence, nor shoOld any one stodenfor class

necessarily do themall.

When you have time, or when a 'particular

related problem has come up, set up your

board and mirk through one of these chapters.'

Going throligh a problem on your own will

enable.you to guide a child who is trying to

work through his own.balancing problem..

'1, Balance the board, using five single washers.

MOve onewasher six spaces toward the

fulcrum,.Can you rebalance the board by

moving only one washer?

2. Start again, this time: with the board bal-

anced, using two washers in a pile on One

sideando three in a pile on the other side. If

,yOti niove the three-pile, four spaces, what do

you have to.do to.rebalanc'e the. board? Try

other examples, startingpith piles of washers.

3. Go back to' a pile of,,,tWo 'washers balancing

a pile of three Washers. Investigate way$ of

.spreading out the two-pile washers that do

not disturb the balance. What about the three

pile w,ashers? (These can be spread out by

leaving one washer in the original position

or by moving. all three to new positions.).

4. The opposite of spreading Ourpiles.of

washers is piling washersup. Balance the

bOard with an even umber of washers, no

two at thesam'e place. By moving two washers

at a time, it is possible to rearrange all the

washersatotwO'piles that .*ill balance. Be.

sure you can do this for'any initialarrange-

ment of washers. Is it'possible, starting with

an odd number of washers? (Yes.),Can you

get all the washers into a single pile and

have the.board balance?

Moving, Piling Up, and Spreading Out

Problem Cards

This, is a c,olleOtion,of.simple problems, all

.easily acCesSible to,c1Wdren and all involving

central ideaS of balancirig,',If you are not a,

"balaiW-board'expertj'yoil'shOuldread this ,

section with a balanceand washers at your

side. Only by setting up and solving these

problems yourself are you likely to under-

stand them. If you spend some time working

with a balarice board, you will be able to deal

'effectively with children's questions. Now

the problems:
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In all these problem, there is a basic syml,

metry to the balance-preserving motions; \

and you will find this a help in thinking

, about possible solutions,,One way of looking

at the problem is to say, that every washer

moved to the right must be balanced by an

equal move of another washer to the left.

When unequal piles are.involved, the larger

pile doesn't need to be shifted as much, but

you still move one pile to the right, the other

to the left. There'.'is even a right "feel" to the'

moves that preserve balance-try moving the

washers with yod/eyes closed.

Problem Cards 01-010

The idea of predicting is important in

science, and being asked to predict is fun,

for Children, Initially, a prediction is often

just a guess. As you gather experience through

trial and error, you become more and mere

accurate, Early success in predicting often,

, results from tiled" for balancing. Only much

later do you become analytical and verbal.

With.balancing, there are innumerable

opportunities for Predicting:Given an

arrangement of washers on a board,Will

it balance? Does this, for example, balance?

There is al analytic aspect to these moves

-to any balain0 situation-and this is dis

cussed in.4en4t 'section:

Given a bunch, of washers on an unbalanced

board, where should you place more washers

to make it balance? Forinstance:
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Typically, your ability to predict will be

initially manipulative, later conceptualat

first inn your fingertips (in knowing where to

put two washers to balance one, for instance)

and only later transferred to your head as a

conscious rule.., In this situation, understand-

ing generally builds from simple cases to

more complex cases, from balancing sym-

metrical arrangements to asymmetrical cases,,

and on toward a broad generalization. You,

as a teacher, can ask questions,and pose

problems to help a child iind, relationship's

that underlie balancing experiences, but

always your emphasis should be to steer the

child into working with the equipment to

find.his answers.

Here are some predicting games children

can play. In one, a child 'places washers on

the board and then specifies the number of

washers someone else must use to balance

the board. The situation can be as simple or

as .comp,licated as the child:Wants to%ake it.

Variations of arrangements of the washers and

of the rules of the game should be encouraged.

Another game involves predicting whether

or not. a given ,rrangement will balince. One

student sets up the board, holding,the end

so it 'is not free. to swing; a second is asked to

predict whether or not.the board will balance:

If the answer is "No," sand the prediction is

right,. the first student can ask "What do. I

have to do to make it balance ? " ;.

This game is alsomorth playing with larger

groups of students using chalkboard dia-

grams. One group puts a diagram on the.

board: Will this balance? The other students,

must decide as a group whether or not it
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will This can generate good arguments about

balancing principles and, also important, .

about representational systems. Did the first

group represent on the chalkboard the situa-'

tion they tended? Does everyone agree

about What the diagram means?

There are many ways of analyzing .a balance

situation, ranging from a visual or fingertip

feel for what does and does not balance to_a

careful calculation of the turning forces in-,.

volved.The games just described encourage,

students to look in new ways at balancing

situations. Symmetrical patterns of weights

are quickly recognized by children as balanc-

ing situations. In addition, there is the

symnietry of the balance-preserving moves'

that can be made with pairs of weights. This

concept of symmetrical moves pfrrovidess a link

between symmetrical patteins and

other arrangements that still balance but. do

not have pattern symmetry' (that is, do not

have the same pattern mirrored on both.

sides).

Starting with a balanced asymmetrical

pattern, try to rearrange the weights into a'

symmetrical pattern, using only symmetrical

moves. You should be able to do' this in every

. case. Here is an example:

Does this balance?

r=1

Yes. (The one over the fulcrum doesn't affect

the balance.)

Here is another:

Does this balance?

Yes.



Just as a .check, start with an asymmetrical '

case thatdoes not balance, and try to trans-,

.:form it by symmetrical moves into a sym-

::';:metrical arrangement that does balance. You

won't succeed.

Often, children will use fraCtionS in talking

about thealvalance board: two washerS out 112

as far will balance a singl6.Washer..This is a

useful way of thinking about cases in which"

the nurnbersarfrirly simple: 1 weight versus

2 weights, 1 ys: 3, 1 vs, 4, and even,2 vs. 3.

This fractional view can be combined with,the

previous,appeal to symmetry. For instance:

Does this balance?

not deprive y ur students of the

chanceto wrestle with' th s by,thernselYes,

everiif you are tempted t share with ,every-

one its discovery by o or a few.stUdents.

The rule can best be xplained.by examples:

Will this balance? (Predict before you read on..)

This balances, as seen by noting (1)

metry of the'two single, inner. ashers and

(2) the two Washers.halfway out vs, the third

single one all the way out, Or, alternatively,

on the left we have (1 washer @ 1) and (2

washers @ 2) while tirt/the right (1 washer

1) and (1 washer g'4),

(1 + 2 + 2)1/8.(1+ 4).

Yes.. A symmetrical mbve gives you two

weights, 112 as far from the fulcrum.

In working with balancing Materials; use

of one size of Washer simplifies th'e investiga-

tion Of underlying rlationshipS.,When equal -

sized

es:,

Weights are used, both the symMetrical

move and the fractional approaches can be

describedby a distance relationship that many

children discoYet Knowingthis relationship

is relatively unimportant; discovering' the

underlying regularity is exciting and worth-

c);

It is not easy to tell jiisttY looking,

althoughyou.can transfbrm the right side

to give 3 3 and then note whether the

twolides are symmetrical. Compare distances

in the preceding arrangement:

3+3+,3-10+1+2+3+4
9 10

The arrangement will,not balance; in fact,

you cart teil:which way it will tilt, DicItyou,

predit.cOrre'ctly? Now go back..andlOok,;

again al:the (10:problem's on vge

beginning.of this section.-

;,,

.

':The.seetion on off.center boarck (see pa0.34:6scusses

how to predict when the board is supported offcenter:tJ . ,
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,Problems Withdut Solutions

Problem Cards 131B53/4

In one `trial claSs; children were asked to

Make up problems for their clasSmates to do',

'One boy, With.a twinkle in his eye 'posed

thiS onef141ance the board the .

but two,, washers at one end, and balancethe

biaard With one on the other side." . '

',Several Children,tfied it and couldn't do it,

Then, there was general agreement tha(it

couldn't be done ("unless," as onechild.said,

"you move the board on the fulcruin'').'

Could you put the two,Any place elSe and

still not be able to,kalanCethe board with

one? Yes, any pike fiOin the end tothe half-

:1,0y mark: At the halfway point the pair can

be balanced.witlivone it the end on the other

's'ide.:As.yotinitovOli,c Fair further in toward

the 'Cente(you can keep: the board balanced,,.:;.

by moving the single washerin:t Oward 'the '

center, too, but twice as fast..".:

Alinilar problem is this: wherel,can you

put a pile of three washers on the board and

not be able to 14alance it with one?Thinking

about problems which can't be solved

lead children toWard.a better understanding .

of balancing, for knowing what can'tbalance.

also tells, you something about:what con:

balance. For,example, here's,one way to think

about, this,problem; In order for"theolard to

balance, the'single washer must surely be out

,further than:,the pile of three. But the farthest

out thesingle Washer can be is At tit end of
s.

the,board, and then the three washers

be a third of the .way out on the other:side .

fOr,,the board to balance..

(})ou put zuo washers anyplace here,

Thus, the outer tWo-thirds of that' side,is

forbidden: territory for the'pile of three..

Any problem,can lead a class,on to unsus-

pected and interesting trails; perhaps a'

problemwithout dsolution has a particular

quality of stretchlridiildren's imaginations.

See Appendix A for a deseription, written by

the teacher; of two exciting classes,with fourth

graders, which evolved froini,problenylike

the ones here.

balance

the'board with one.on.'...,

this side,
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What's galancing What?

Prdblarit Cards 1.1-L10

Sorietimes a0child will hang a complicated

arr:atigemerit of washers ontheboard ex- .

pecting it to balanCe, only to find it does:not,

"Why not?" he asks. The answer 1s ,

always simple, to figure out especially, if

there are Many, Washers on the board.

TO find, ogt What is Wrong, it is helpful first of one on the right at'3/4

to think. in terms of what is right''

',The' process here is one of mentally' ip-'

Soong or,'."stripping" the bdard by re,moving,

washers in groups that dp balance,,each other .:4

until the offending wshe!.,origroup a0:

wlas.fiers is fciund,l'and then deCiding itthat

to do to 'remedy the error, .`

'Here is a prpblem as example:
,

710

P A'

or move onifof the.wfhett from the.pile

ohlifee on'theleft across the fulcra to

halfway on thellight

, .

What's balancingwhat?:Equal numbers of

washers at equal distances halarie as follows:

The single washers, each out 3/4, balance.

echcother. The pairspf washers halfw4 out

`balanse each other.
c,

3

Whai'sle(t? The' three washers out 1/4 CM

the left aren't balanced by'anything. Now you

can think of ways to balance this board:

Adctone or more Washers, for. instance, a

pi)e of three;1/4 of the.way out on.lhe

right . ,*.,

,V

(10 I 4'

4

. , or take truni something: the whole pile

of three .
z,

or the left washer, at,3/4.

0
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Note that with different pairings of "what's With a board that is unbalanced, removing

balancing what,'.' the:reinOval of the single groups'of washers that balance each.other

washerlecomes the obvious solution: does not alter the unbalance 'of the board.

In analyzing complicated arrangements, it

is. often, helpful to remove:Washers that

balance each other in order to get to a simpler

/arrangement. For, instance, this complicated

board, which is not balanced, can be simpli-

fied from this:

Yod simply remove from both sides of the

board a pair of washers that match each' other

in distance from the fulcrum, and continue-to

do this as long as you can. After you have

stripped.the board further by taki ng. off

combinations where.one washer on the left'

balances two on the right, you will have this

left:

Up, to this point,."Wh,at's balancing what?"

has been discussed as .a trouble-Shooting'

technique. Even more than this, it is an.

important.way 'of-thinking about balanced

situations, sincelt leads children to' think in

terms ()Hie fact that two against one in the

proper positions is as much'"balanced"' as

a mirror-image pairing of washers.

Here.are morestrippin( proble

to his:

No wonder the board didn't balance.

Initially, puzzles like these can be attacked

experimentally, even by trial and error. At

some point, however, it can be'fun to ask

children to mark down on a diagram Where

they would add, take away, or movea. washer,

witliput upsetting the unbalanceor the

balanceA the board. Then, after many chil-

dren have made.their,theoretical predictions,

.7Checkitiith the board.

Another inferesting.puzzle involves off-

center balancing. In these arrangements, some

washers are balancing each other and some

are balancing the board. Which weights are

balancing the board? What's balancing what

in this setup?
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Well, first see which washers are balancing
each other.

That leaves a single washer on-the left which
is not balanced by another washer; it must be
balancing the off-center board. 1

Here's another problem: starting -'with a
balanced board and five washers,in the
middle of the board (washers in the mdle
are like no washers at all in the sense that
they don't affect the balance one way or the
other),

can you:
1. move the washers two at a time?
2. keep the board balanCed after 'each move?
3. end up-with two in 'a. pile on one end

versus three in a pile on the other side?:

What is the, minimum number of moves you
need to do this? Can you reverse the piles
(scothat the pile of three is on the/eft) in
fewer than twice as many moves?

This, type of question can be applied to any
arrangement of washers. Either the nail ful-
crum or block fulcrUm can be used in working
out the solution. The advantage in us(ing the
block fulcrum is the greater ease with which
the moves can be made. Once children have
discovered the two kinc14 of symmetrical.
moves that maintain the balance` of the board,
they sometimes remove the, fulcrum completely
and work with the pegboard flat on a table.
top, returning the board to the fulcrum only
to check an. answer.

Some further questions to investigate:
1. Weight one end of the board with '-

modeling clay. Find the balance point, and
then try again some of these adding and
moving question's. What's balancing what?
What's balancing the washers? Wha-t's
balancing.the clay? Is the problem any
different? Are there any questions you solved
with a symmetrical board that you cannot
solve with this asymmetrical board?

2. If you use some heavy washer's' and some
light'ones on the board at the same time,
what questions can you ask ?' How do the
possible moves differ from ones involving
washers all of the same weight?



Weighing Problem Cards E1-E8

0ne important use to which a balance

can be put is weighing things. Indeed, one

of the first things some children do with the

balancing equipment is to find out how

many paper clips a washer weighs by put-

ting the nail in the center, the washer on one

end hole, and the 'paper clips on the other

end hole. The visual symmetry of the balanced

board is probably what convinces children

that the paper clips weigh the same as the

washer.

The weight of a small washer in paper

clips leads to an interesting problem. If yOu

also use a board to find out how many small

washers a large washer weighs, then by using

. some arithmetic, you can,find out how many

paper clips a large washer weighs. To check

your answer, of course, you should actually

balance alarge washer against paper clips.,

The balance can be used to weigh Many

objects around the classroom. In'a fifth grade

one girl went, around finding the.weight of

each student's shoes. She kept a chart of ih,!,

shoe weights.

, Scissors are a convenient item to try

weighing,

Four.washers may be' too few; five too many.

The process of weighingindeed, of making

any measurement involves narrowing the

answer down to somewhere between two

values. Still, we can get closer than between

four and five. A perfectly good thing to do is

to guess -say 4314 washers. An alternative

is to use paper clips as fractional weights.

Twenty paper clips, are abort right. If you

have already weighed washers in terms of

paper clips, you know that 32 paper clips

are equivalent to 1 washer. This means 20

paper clips would be 20/32 or 5/8 of a washer.

The scissors, then, weigh about 4 5/8 washers,

pretty close'.to the guess of 4'314.

Another approach is to place the fifth .

washer only partway out on' the board.
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The best hole for thiS washer seems,to be'ten,

spaces out from the nail. Por eXaMple, 104:6,

(or 5/8) of the *ay out, oh the' board is.the

same as 518 tif a 1:yaglier at theend of the;':;:

board. Again thiS.giVes:a weight of 4518. rot':

the scissors, ";
'Still another wai'td get fractional*asllers1

to use an offfcentee balance..If you hivi;:the;!,:.,

board in thellinth hole. froimone end,



modeling clay on the short end to balance the

board, to there will be 8 holes on one side

of the fulcrum and 24 on the other. Should

you put the scissors on the long end or the

short end of the,board in order to get the

most sensitive Weighing? Where should you

place the fulcrum so that every washer added

on one end will measure 1/7 of a washer's

weight on the other end?!

Try weighing a piece of paper. Spear it on a

paper clip in order to hang it on the board,

How many paper clips.does the paper weigh?

How many washers?

If you crumpled the paper up into a ball,

would it still weigh the same? What if you cut

the paper:into.:St,ls?

WsbnieWhaLferated probleRwas worked

on by one sixth grader. He tried balancing a

washer, hanging at the end of a long string

and then balanced, it again with the string

, bunched up in a ball. He was sure there

would be a difference. He reasoned that when

'the,Washer was closer to the earth, it would

,be, doWn harder. Therefore, raising the'',

v'washer,up, and-hanging it on the beam should

14e:that side of ihe.bearn tilt up slightly,

.In fact, he and his classmates couldn't see any

change. His reasoning was right in a sense,

butlhe effect he expected was much too small

to be seen in the experiment he was,doing.

Occasionally a washer is missini.a/piece

and lo,oks like this:

I

It was probably stamped out too .close to the

edge of the sheet of meal. One child took the

opportunity to find out about how much was

missing by weighing this washer in terms of

paper clips and comparing his answerto the

'weight of a whole washer.

We i g hi ng things in terms of washers or

paper clips may be a. little of a puzzle'to some

students.at first. They may fell that weights

should be in pounds and ounces or in

kilogrOtand grams in some parts of the , .

world. Mi.)/ use:washers?

This is an example of a balancing situation in which the
two sides of the Ward balance each.other, but the
weights on one side do not weigh .th( same as the
Weights on the °the; In many balanced, ituations, the
two sides of the balance do not weigh the same.
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If this question comes up in class, the-
following may help in any ensuing
discussion.

As units of weight, washers will do about
everything for:your purposes that pounds or
ounces will. Originally, someone decide!, to
call the weight of a certain chunk of metal a
pound, made replicas of it (probably using
a balance), and persuaded other People to use
the pound as their unit of weight. Then the
weights of all other things were referred to as
so many pounds. It didn'tmatter what was
used as1the original standard; it had to be of
a convenient size, easily reproducible (so a.
great many people could use it), and relatively
permanent. Certainly, othechoiaes for the
standard oi.weight are posSible and,
historicallyi have been made. The kilogram
is the most familiar one This is defineci.:as:::.
the weight bi.a special chunk of metal kept in,'
Paris, FranCe:,BothNte pound and the
kilogram are about the same size, in the,,s'ense
that they are convenient for expressing the
weights of everyday objects, objects which
man can easily lift. For much heavier or
lighter things other units are useful, such as
the tort and the ounce,,Which are both defined
in terins of the pound as a multiple or a
fractiOn of itso that no new chunk of metal
is needed.

So the "washer" as ..a unit, of weight. is'
perfectly respectable for your class. The
washers are of a convenient size and plentiful;
and they're relatively permanent. There are
some disadirantages,,ibough. The washers of
one size aren't all quite of the same weight,
and; outside of your'classroorn, the "washer"
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isn't a widely recognized unit. The man at
the wat counter would probably give you a
peculiar look if you asked him for 20 washers

'of hamburger. If you had washers with you,
he could weigh the washer in terms of his
units to find out how many pounds a washer
weighs. Then he could calculate how many
pounds 20 washers weigh and use his scale
to weigh; out that much meat.

Some children enjoy making a series of
weight to.weigh objects directly:1'11.ounces.
By using an weight, such as a fishing
sinker or a square of baking,chocolate, as a
standard, they can make,a:set.of clay lumps
for weighing items of a.:pound or less to the
nearest ounce, using an equal -arm. balance..
One.solutionis to make 16 indiyidual ounce
;Weights. This,_of course, uses 16 ounces of
,Clay and means making.16,differerit pieces.

An interesting challenge'related to making
.that set of weights is to asichow few separate
.pieces are needed: If.you use more than 16
ounces of clay, it is poSsible toinake all
weighings with only four separate clay lumps.
If you restrict the amount of clay to 16 ounces,
five ,?re necessary. What is the. weight of each
of those lumps?



Off-center Boards
.

Problem Cards M1M3

A centered balance board is §iriipler
center balance board is more.' interesting. One
reason fol. lookirt at.off-center boards, aside

. from their inerp4C.appeal, is that many of the
relationships that Work for centered boards
Still apply. To find a familiar relationship in
an unfamiliar contextto see the sameness in
apparent differencecan be exciting as well
as instructive.

Children's first off-centerbalancings will
probably be complex ones, achieved by trial
and error: adding washers, shifting the
fulcrum, or both.

For those who want to find some rides,
hereaie two off-center probleins to
investigate:
1. Startirig with an off-center baard,already
balanced, how can you add more.Washers and
still preserve the balance? .

2: How dO you balance the board with the
nail off-center in the first. gilt*?
Here is a e-a rti a rl y interesting case of
question 1:

Where do you hang another washer to
rebalance the board? Many children will first
try the end hole on theolong side, which
would have ,-ked had the nail been in the
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center of the board. But it's not where the
ends of the_ board are that matters; it's where
the nail is, and this problem atany stage of a

..:child's work can help focus his attention on
the importanCe of measuring distances from
the nail:

Try balancing other combinations of
washers on this'bOard: 1 vs. 2, 1 vs. 3,2 vs. 3,
piles vs. spread:out. There's a marvelous
Similarity Izetween'these and the same
problems done on the'Lloard with the nail in
the center. In both.cases the board -is balanced

to begin With, in one ,because the nail is in
-the center, in the other because some washers
have been added to make it balance. It doesn't

, ,

matter hoW' long the board is what it's made`
Of, or how heavy the weights are (proV/ ded
they are all equ'al). In each case the same
moves 'keep it balanced

HoW you balance .an;:pft-center board in
the first place is a difficult problem. 0
approach is to gather inforrnatiori3On specific
cases. Then, after you have data you can lOok
for underlying regularities that may reveal a
general relationship.

With the nail three spaces off:center,
varioUs..ways of balancing the board were
found, always adding washer's only to the
short side:

washer out 12 spaces from the _nail
2

g 9 rict 1 @. 3
1 @ 7.and 1 @ 5
3 @4
1 5, 14 4, and 1:;,g 3.
4 @3

In each of these cases, the sum of the,
distances of the washers equals 12.

Before a general reclationship becomes
eVident, you need results for other cases.

Spaces nail is
6V:center, distances

kate. 3
1

5

4

Sum of washer._

12.

4'
20

.

P

Can you predict for:additipnal off-center
Lses?

Is there a simple relationship between,
spaces off-center and sum of distances? A
graph can be helpful:
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What you see in both
fA

he fable of data and

the graph of, the, same data is that the sum of

the washerspaces is always four times the

nail off-center spaces. This;
is. a nice thing to

find, but it is not crucial to an understanding

Hof ;balance boards, and you should suggest the
w3;

problem ,gingerly.

Nh

The. emt-hole prablem In one sixth'grade, two

- boys were trying to find hoW many washers

the needed to balace the board with "the

nal in the end hole. The teacher had been in

another, part of the room but became involve*:

When an argument broke out. the boys had
A

used all their washers ,and were trying to get.

more from a neighboring group. With twelve

washers, the board was far from balanct d.

With twenty more Washers borred from

°ter groups,the board'was still not balanced.

By now, the washers, hung in groupson

shOwer-curtain.rings,.wer dra ing on the 41

table, and the boys put a pile of books under

the Standlo elevate the bpard. The teacher

called everyone's attention to this problem

how many more washers do you think they'll

need to balance the board? Guesses ranged' irt,

from 12 to hundreds. More washr were

collected and Strung,bnilength of c&rd. With

several hundred washers -over 30 pounds'

the board .Was alMost horizonlal . but not

quite, At this point the teacher took hold of

the cord and pulled down as hard as,lie could.

Was the bard horizontal no4,1\lo, not quite.

If you sighted the board against the cinder'

blocks of the classroom wall/the board

the horizontal steams Were not qiiite parallel.

r

SAA r

4, Ng& *1 .10
111

"What do Itiu think?"'asked'the teacher.

"Mdr'ewashers," said boys. .

A
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They were wrong; more washers were never
going to 'make that board horizontal.. Two
alternative investigations that should enable a
student to resolve this problem are described
below.

One approach focuses 'attention on putting
wa'gleis in the end hole, but with the nail in
some other hole.

Record the number of washers needed in
the endlhole to balance the board for various
positions of the nail. Here is a graph of the
data from one such table:

,
Another approach.fOcuses attention upon

hanging washers directly under the nail.
.Suppose the bOard is centered and balanced
with 1 g 3 +.1 @ 5 =- 1 @ 2 +-2 @ 3. What
will be the effect of hanging additional
washers directly under the nail?"Next try

. adding washers under the nail,With a
balanced off-center board. One .nriore step: put
the nail in the end hole, hold the board in a
horizontal position, and add:washers beneath
the nail. But:first, guess what you will feel in

I

your hand: more push? . . . less push?
ou can understand all this mathematically.
have already seen that one washer will

_balance three out 1/2 as far: one out 6 will
balance three out 2. The distances add up
here: 6 = 2 + 2 + 2, which can be written as
6 = 6 x 1, or 12 out 1/1 6 12.x 1/2..Putting
washers directly under the nail, however, is
zero distance away,. and zero, times anything .
still equals only zero. This-is why holding the
bOard horizontal when the nail is in the end
hole and adding weights to the end hole has
no effect. This is why the graph goes towards
infinity on the vertical axis. This is why the:
boys were never able to get_their board.
horizontal, even with 30 pounds of washers.

41.16/hy is it, then, that adding washers to the
.end hole, with the nail in the end. hole, had
any effectt all? Check back with your own
board, or refer to the picture on page 35.
When the .board horizontal, are the
washers hanging directly under the nail?

16-
(1)

7314 -

/2
is
Q.110

6
2 4'

2

5 '10 15
Spaces Nail-off-cerrr

"Sixteen spaces off-center" representS the
case in which the nail is in the end hole of
the board. The curve will never quite reach
the vertical line drawn at 16, that is, there is
no possible number of washers that will
balance the board when the nail is. 16 spaces
off- center,
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Extensions

Problem Cards S1 S7

,What Makjes the Balance Work?

This section is intended primarily as source
material for you, although aniable and
.in'terested student might go on to try some of
the inves' ^gations described here:While
reading this section, yo_ti should have two

, balance setups at your side. You-Will also
or -.need theplastic strip and the block fificrum

with a knife-edge top that are included in the
Teacher's Kit. '

A balance seems like a simple gadget. To
make one, all you need is a stick of some sort
and a fulcrum. The pegboard strip balances
easily when the nail is placed in the upper
middle hole; the Pegboard.aiso balances easily
across the rounded block fulcrUm. The top of
the block fulcrum is cut in a. circular kirc:

Why go to the trouble of cutting the curve?
Here's a way to find out:.

e.
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Included in the Teacher's Kit is a, block
fulcrum, cut with a triangular "top, like the
roof of a houSe; Try balancing a pegboard
strip on this fulcrum. Will it balance? It seems
as if it.shouldbe simple, but it isn't. No

mattet how carefUlly you. try, the balance-is
alWaYs,.unstable. Even if you. get it balanced,
a slight nudge will tipit over.

To see why:the board will not balance on
-thiSknifeLedge.fulcrUm,look at a different
situation: You know that the pegboard
balances easily on the nail fulcrum when the
nail is in the top-iOW:middl(fihole. H.AV6 you
tried balancing the board with the nail in the
middle-row middle hole? . .. in the bottom
row middle hole? -When the nail is in the
bottom row, the board does not t ehave like a
balance,

If you attach the plastic strip to the
pegboard, as shown below; yOu can try cases
in which all of the board.is beneath the.pciint",
of suspension. By setting up a second board
with the nail in the top-row middle hole, you

can compare-the behavior of the two..boards.
Try various hdles in. the plastic strip. What
happens when you add a single washer to the
end of each board? How many washers are
needed to make each board tiltthe same
amount? .

. Theimportant property of the board that is
involved in these matters of stability is its.
"center of gravity," a term whose meaning
should become, clear to you from its context. if
you are not already familiar with it. For the.
pegbOard, the center, of gravity is at its
geometric center: in the middle hole of the
middle row.

The plastic strip allows.you to see what
happens as the center of. gravity is moved
further and further below the fulcrum. A
board will balance when its center of gravity
is below the fulcrum; and the further it is
below the fulcrUm, themore.stable the
balance will be.. You saw that this was true
when you tried different holes of the plastic
strip. This is why the board would not

'balance on the wood knife-edge: with the
center of gravity of the board above'the
fulcrumAthe board is unstable and will always
tip one way or the other.

Yet one look: at the curved -block fulcrum
seems to throw this whole theory into a
cocked hat. The board balances nicely on top
of curved fulcrum, even though the 'center
of gravity of the boardis above the fulcrum.
You might look carefully at the board .

balanced on a curved fulcrum and see if you
can determine wbat_ is.making the board.
stable and compensating for the high center
of gravity.

aOao Oa 00000eo co ooa poe.0 o e o

ooQ0000 oo oo o
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hOnzontal;,7 which, iS hard to do with the flat

fulcrum .`the oppOSi WoUld.'occur: more..

board,*Uld.stiCk out. to the right of the.,

Point bf:Ctintact With the fUlcrum and the

'unbalanced4orce'Would again move the' board

backtowardtehOrizontal:' All stable balances

exhibit this socking aCtion'cansed by the

.. setting up df',a :reStOrihglorce; which opPOseS,

any tiitig of thebeatn.

NoW .0 back and look, again at. the board

on.a curvedjulcrumf, Notice that.as th.e board

tilts there is a.rollingleffet Which,:causes'the

Point of contact betWe.en boatda0.ftilchim

to shift. With cnOre of:theihoarditt one side

a 'restoring fote restilts'i'which causes the

..koard to rock back. This effect han

'cOmpensates'Ior the instabi*caiiseihby this :,

;high renter of.graVity.s.Witha;knife:edge

fill't'ruin.therelis no suth:c.0Apnsating effect,
.

of contact remains fixed; and

ceiter of gravity mOki'S the bdar

Whetriihe pegboard bean is hanging on a4,.t.

tiatfulernm, there is:nso'sucti rolling shift as'A

the boa yet there is still ,a restoring

w does this liamen? Well,

.'.sense, the, same effect t'akesplaceriOei

..t;

ow,,adding washers directly

has no hi'rning effect on the

4irectly:beneath the nail is,

eliorizontal cse,,..but when you tilt

04, \ is no longer, directly beneath the

,0114du would haV.e;5:hang the washer

for it to fial:,7elito,effect. The

from theiiil:Marks the zero

sition.'When the boardIS horizontal, the

gborsl, is equally distributed on either side

is4eiticil line; but, hen you tilt the

shi,kpore of fhe bpard out the

rSicleTheMhe restoring fdrce.

his:assumed that the

11 Sin e middle ,hole of the top tow.

a ce it in: the middle row?

diagrams which follow.
Notice hat1the shift of extra, board to the

right beneath the is exactly compensated

for by a shift Of bbalT1 above the nail to the

left. Thii Whylhe board stays in any

position: in which ji.ou put itthere is never

any restoring force

Now look at the case in which the nail is in

the bottom row. You know that thiS makes

the board'Unstable; once it starts to tilt, it flips

all the way over,

No wonder; as the board tilts, it shifts extra'

board above the nail on the same side of the

vertical as the tilt. In other'words, a tilt

produces a reinforcing force in this case

instead Of a restoring force.

It is interesting to consider abstract

draWings, such as the following:

Ifyou were to build balanceS that looked

i?exactly like thest ,graps, they would never

balance. In each,ta e theabstract drawing

leaves out the crucial feature that produces ,a

restoring force when you tilt the beam: the

curve of the fulcrum in the first case, and the

width of the beam in the second case.
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Challenging Problems

,These problems are intended for those

students who are particularly apt aind are

ready to work on more advanced questions

on their own, or for students who are so

captivated that they wagt to continue working

with balances above and beyond the rest of

the class. Each problem is reproduced on

a student card. Included here, in addition to

the problems, is an analysis for the teacher.

These analyses are'someWhat briefer and

presume more understanding than do those

elsewhere in this unit.
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Problem .#1:

Bolt a quarter-length strip to each end of a

beam, and hang it with the nail in the middle

hole. Decide on your answer to each of these

questions before trying it ,on the.board.

a. Clamp the arms as extensions of the

board. Spin the board. Where will it

istopt?

b. Leave the arms free. Spin the board.

Where will it stop?

C. Clamp the arms where they stopped

for b. Spin the,board, Where will it stop ?,

(I. Clamp the arms. Spin the board. Where

will it stop?

e, Which one will rock faster,

this?

Analysis:

This series of questions should bring some

surprises. They are valuable in that they

present someone with a situation in which his

initial intuitions are in error, son that he

must deal with his own mistakes and

inconsistencies. A careful analysis is similar

to that, given for Problem #5 (page 43);



Problem #2; (Problem #1 is a prerequisite for

this problem.)

Bolt, a quarter-tength strip at each end of a

beam, and hang the beam with the nail in the

bottom-row middle hole, For each of the

following questions, decide what' you think.

will happen before ou try it

a. If the strips are'free to swing, what.will

the beam do?

b.,If the strips are bolted tightly at right

angles to the beam, what will the beam

do?

c Keeping the strips tigVy bolted, how

far` do you have to rotate the beam about

the nail before it will flop over instead of

rocking back? What 'if the strips are,free

to swing? .

Try asking someone else these questions

while yoii handle the board; if they can't

"feel" the answer, they have to think all the

harder.

®. Analysis:

(Questions a and b are answered by the

Analysis of Probleth #5, page 43.)

Question c

In diagrams A through G, the important

feature each.tiMe is the comparison of the

distances from the vertical line to the

center of each 'Strip. As the beam is turned

counterclockwise, a restoring force is set up

in every case except the last two In F and G;

4:ieinforcing.force is established, and the

beam varlI flop on over to position A,

16.
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t,"Problem

Using only one pegboard beak can you''')

find the weight in washers of that beam?

Of course you can always check yourself

actually weighing a beain On another balance..

Don't do this until you have figured out hoW '

to find the weight using only one bearn.

(Some students have worked for several days

on thiS problem,) Can you explain how you

found your answer?

Atialysis;

e

When the fulCrulri is offcenter, as above;

the weight of the bodrd becomes a faCtor. Two

ways of determining the.weight of the board,

explained.in.terms of the example aboVe, are

as follows:

'a, Symmetry: the twounip.of beam on

either side of the f6f ala'nCe each

other..
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The four washers must bebalancing the

remainder ofthe bofid: I @ 1 +3.,@ 2

=11.2B 4..1,71qre 1125 represents the weight

.of the unshaded portion of the heaM,

at the center of this section.

b. A More quantitative approach:.-

The weight of the WhOle beam, B, can be

thought of as concentrated at its center. .

Thi weight, out to'imits from the.

fulcrum, is balanced by the washers on the

Other side Of the fulcrum. 3 k2+ 1 X 1=B x 2.

.n

,

.You Will'need a half-length strip of

pegboard irvadditionio a regular-length

board, a black fulcrum, and some Washers,

a,, 13alance the hoard, as 'shoWn, with 'a,:.
ti

lfiensth strip across the be,am..halfWay

Ut.

d,

Predict what Willhappen if you pivot the',

that it liesl:along the board.

Try it,:
, .

PrediCt what will happen if youisfart

with the strip near;the end of tliP

with the strip in pear the fulcrum.

Weie"yoti right?

Try pivoting dpeilments with the:above'

arrangements'.

Try each of these experiments:with a bolt :

in the beam for the strip to pivot on



;

Analysis:

Many people intuitively feel.tfiat pivoting

the half-length Stripwill makF,a difference.

When the striphangs over thr;erid or Arlaps

The situation involving a half-length strap °

with a quarter-length strip across each end is

basically the same as the sit4tion with the,

half-length strip alone in both cases, there is ;

syrnmetry'about the center of the strip. With a

quarter-length strip' across only one end of the

,half-length strip, however, this simple

Symmetry.nolongeT:applies. If you pivot

about the center of the half-length strip, the

balance, board will not remain in, balance.,

Ppblerti #5:

rt
.1t

s

'This toy man balances' because the Weight

on his hands is down so IOW.

You.knoW thaNhe pegbokcicis unstable if

you pit the nail in the middle hole of the

bottom row, The balarieiiiansuggests that

,the pegboard would be stable in that situ4tion

if you hung washers.down low on long chains

'Of paper clips from each Ale's,','Try alp., it does.:

not Help. Yet it is possible to make the

Analysis::

Imagine a vertical line running through the

Whenfhe.board istilted, the

distalice from any weights.to the fulcrum is

measured to that line rather than along the

beam.

.2

Placing the strip qn a. bolt does;not'ghange

the results of these pivoting experiments. The

balance stable even tho

bottom row. Can iou

h the nail is in the

it?

7 :

D P 27)1

strip acts as if all its weight were concentrated

'at the center, whether the bolt is there or not

II k

e/

t:
ti

.4:

7'4 As you can see in the drawings aboVe, when
s

the weights are hung SQ that they can swing,

the.distances remain equal. '.
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When the washers are held more rigidly, as

by a yOke.of interlocked paper clips, the

distances become {inequal'when the ,oard is

tilted. This sets up a restoring .force and

makis the beam stable. A\ a.

ti

Appendix A

`An Example of UnexpeCted Happenings

The following teacher's.account is reprinted

here for two reasons: it is an example, of how

work with balancing can lend into exciting,

linplanned investigations, and the classroom

diary style of the account provides a picture of

one class as it actually was. .

We were working with a four-foot-long

balance board and blocks of equal weight,

and I had set a problem which,could not be

solved. "Who can balance the board by

moving this block ?" I asked.

Severe hands went up, and one boy came

up and moved the block out to, the end of th60

board..lt still did not balance. yut the bock

back to its original position. Several more hd

3



a

ideas, but no One couldtakelhe board .

balanceby inoving;the extreme left block:

"YoU needt'a couple of more feet of:board :

out there, don't you?" I asked one boy who

was trying, to balance the block half Off the,.

lend of the,board: The class laushed, but still

More' put their hands up insisting they had

Way., A'bOy came up and, with a great smile

of triumph, stood the block up on end..

"Why did you do that?" " asked.

"To balance the board," Was therept

,,hq proceeded to move;the Upright blo

along the board.

"Do yoii. think it weighs more stari

up'?" 1asked:

"Yes," he said.

"1 think said 'Oh"' While I collected

myself, he continued to move the upright

blockaroud the bOar,d,

'"po y.oibthink yOu weigh more standing up

or'lying dOwn?" was m next question.

"Standi4upr.he replied.

'Oh, that's interesting;' and 'I paused,a

moinenS, "Why?" ,

"13e6use you presS down hard' ,wheri you

are standing.up." '

"1 see, Well, you knotthat::OUld.be an

interesting experiment, Whentii go home'-

you ought.to go into the bathrdon;tanj'we)gh

yourelf standing up and then 1y 1'g'

and see if you really do weigiltre rdin

up,'", The class laughed as ag0 at

it might be like try.i

bathrdoM6cale. I Sara

balance though' We to ..,gree.that--;

standing f1316 d had Made it

weigh .enoi.ii4 class andedt a few

.minutes later, after wehatinalanced the board

by moving some of thq other blobks...'

That sri, was' right sense. Although,

is :the, same,,tanding up or lyin

tal weight is concentratedin a

des of youileet7when

, and spreaCI,,ourover a big

ingdoWn. We decided to

down;' yo''

small- area-

yOu"re st

area when iy

lying doWn, I cam

with two bathrob

Everybody remernbe

lying'doWn on a b'

yourself. They, ,cout

ut before we actu,..

nding and en..1

.

'11 weigh more,:sPnding,u,'

f,standing up;versus

xt clasS' eilipPed

a plari4,..

uriLly idea of

wRig1r;

ming.

knowWhat,yOu 'mean ," I Said, "All thai' .

dead tiveight,realiy 'makes,:it hard,"

'problem wasTnore .fascinating.thari 1

had .imagined; It was, tiine to settle the issue:

We-Weighed oUr'stanthuprpush-harclerhoy

of.the pievidus Class;While he was standing:

'..§0'pounds.:Thenl pl'acedthe plank:across the

5ty4ctia, Out

"l ie weighs mare l'said. The
;

claRi was.:ncit fOolea,?:ThePlahl(weighs,:,

extra; they, pointed out..
5

411 OW in iicItclo4Otkihik the plank::

s:'"Three,pciu'id,s,44abe,'I li61iiineered one

, ,

pounds.1,,

that Much

T.w4;elveopoi.indS,""

We weighed'Jffe plank.alo.re 1' pounds

epighed bur land,ing up on,the.::

plank: 7n oirrids 'I Wa's pleaSed with how

faithfully thq'b4ihrbiirn

'perforiniiis,fThe:-Childrerf; sensek,Wite

'. a littl.edisappoilied.witti,

odd; not imagitiati0

hoped NoWili'rOughl out theSecond:".Scale:

betwOen*e:two. ;.,

Wbu Rpeat the ly,ing-down. expernen

explained an askedwhj't they:thbughteaCh

Ouse when, yOu're.Stan'din

helP..tohOld

T,ne sale dill read the arne:Wilether he s

4fIcling up or lying-down, ;:,aii,..,another

.
' WhyT4 ;.

''Bc0.is he ifill:,vieighS, the same, because

he "4iilf Instth; sd'rne...perSbil," he explained.;

;gotkicly else.lseem'ed40. bet'influenc.ed, b` y:this,
-'' ',

, m;f-eoriing.
.

...,;";,A second.boy9subseribedto t -rinscle,ii,:,:.

.:-. theory; , .

, it 'C'

""1-cari lift y 'bother.lf,he'S IlVelY"anck ;,',--

;playing around; but if he'l'l, '"a'sleep,',

1 can'T"
,

.

,scale vt'plald'ead,

rentrt)ounds each,'' Was the.thost::..,
;

,U,lar,answer. G

sixty five potinds:eacf1;" said oneibOY.

11,ffigpre:the boardis.heldup bOth.;'''

only five,ipoundS each,"

gale the,plank," '
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I ieiterated, "arid then 'when he'lieS'do,Whit

will be 60.poundsplus OnlY.5-PoUndS'on each

-SCale instead of 60 pOurids plus 10 pounds as

before.'"The boy nodded in agreement

::Another child.' uggested thatone:scale

,would read 35 and the other 58'i)ounds; When

I asked why, he eplainedthat the feet-weigh

More,:'sothat scale wouldhaVe.theMhst.

Weight, This bptheredlanotherboy? and:

said the'sCales WoUldrea"dUnequally in the

oppOsite, order because the head was heaviest,.

A third, boy said each.scale would read 50

pounds becaUse the stomach was the heaviest

part of the body,

ThebOYwho.hacl said correctly that a

perSon would:weigh the same standing.or

lying daWn again had a penetrating insight

into the situation. "Each scale will read 35

pounds," be said

Another jumped up,"'No,3!poiindS.each,

becauSe o he two extra blocks you are using

to hold u planle.' They:smiled in.

agreement.

We decided to try the experiment. We laid.

bur stand-lip:Push-harder boy down on the'

plank, and two girls read the dials. We shifted

the boy back and forth to different positions.

on the plank, writing on the blackboard the

readings of the two scales each time.

"What is there that is the Same about each

set of readings?" I asked, "Do you see any

thing that doesn't change?"

Two hands wentup eagerly. "Don't.say

your answer yet. Let's' give everybody a

chance to figure it out,"

I went to the board and rewrote each pair

vertically:

Scale A Stale B

29 42

33 38

50 23

39 33
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29 33' 50 39

42 38 23 33

"Who sees something the same about each

set of numbers?"'

Hands began.to pop up all over the rdom,

accompanied by gasps as each child suddenly

saw the underlying regularity; I pointed.,to

one .child, and a great rus rose fromaround

the roolm:

"They all add up to the same thing.".

I was, delighted that so many children had

seen the relationship among the pairs of

numbers for themselves, and that they had

the good judgment to accept the sums-

71, 71, 73, 72as "all the same" under the

circurristances. The small differences, caused

by inaccuracies in the scale's or in reading the

dials; didn't keep the children from seeing

the basic relationship, .

In the class time left we tried the double-

scale experiment with two other students as

subjects. Now, we had the students read only

one of the scales and then asked them to

Predict what the second scale would read. The

children had discovered the basic law, and

nowthey enjoyed.seeing it work, Variations

were eagerly suggested by the class,

"Try it with, herstariding up on the plank,"

"Where should she stand to make both

scales readthe same?"

"What if she stands all the way over on one

side of the plank?".

"What if he sits down? , kneels dot?"
In the inic9le of all this hubbub; a light

suddenly shone in One.cpiet girl's eyes: If's',

just like the.balance board,' she said.

I wasn't sure it was just like a balance

board, but some of the other children

understood. "Yeah," they said, and late that

night I also saw the connection: "Oh, yeah,"

I exclaimed to myself.



Think of"it as an upside down balance

board. The person on the plank is like the

fulcrum upside down, and each scale pushing

up on, the plank is like a pile of blocks

pushing down on the board,

When the plank is "balanced," the scale

closest to the person pushes up the hardest,

and' when the board is balanced, the pile of..

blocks 'closest to the fulcrum pushes down

the hardestit must be the bigger, heavier

pile. I suspett this is the similarity that the

girl saw.

,What about the discovery the children made

in classthat the readings of the scales always

add up to the total weight of the person plus

the plank? The scales together push up just as

hard as the person and plank are pushing

down:

But, is theupward push of the fulcrum

always ecp.ial to the weight of the board and

blocks pushing down? lt,is, nd placing the

fulcrum on one of the bathi om scales will

shoW this.

Pignk5

Weiaht,

Bois

R.
Weight.

Does this work the same way for the

balance board? The blocks and board are

pushing down, and the fulcrum must be

pushing up.

The end of the class came too quickly; the

day was,oyerfrand we had to stop. The

investigation during these classes had nat.

been antiCipated in advance, but it followed

naturally from the previous classes and

proved' exciting aril rewarding,
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Appendix 15

Mang Balancing Equipment

A panbalance can eaSilybefriade from the

balance,beam assembirit:is handy for

weighing or balancing many items that can't

be hung by clips. The pans, are hung by

strings and connected to the, beam by per

clips. Paper or aluminuiii pie pansiplastic

freezer containers, of empty half-pint milk.

cartons can be used for pans. You can.hang

them by threading the string through several

points.around,:the to edgeof the pan, so that

it can swing freely from the clip.An object to,

be weighed can.be put in'one pan, and

washers in the7other. (Many activities with

pan balances, are discussed in THE BALANCE

:BOOK* fidm the EleMentary Science Study.)

A dowel hung from a string makes a fairly

.sensitive balance. One way of using this is to

balance the dowel and then .hang things frcirn,

the two ends by theans'of strings. and clips.

"[HE BALANCE BOOK ig avlilable,f m the Webster .

Divison.of:NicGraw-Hill;took CoMpby.
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Another way to use the dowel balance is to

hang a one -ounce weight at one end and

make pencil marks along the dowel to show

the poSition of the string when the weight on.

the other end is equal to 112 Ounce, 114 ounce,

and other fractional weights; this arrangement

can be used for weighing mail or other

fraction-of-an-ounce iterns.

A soda -straw balance is extremely

sensitive: Flatten one end of a soda straw;

and insert a machine screw in the Other.

Slide your finger uncle'. the straw until you

find the balanCe point, and:push a needle.

through the straw at this point: Suspend the

straw on the needle betWeen two glassed, and

adjust the balance by tUrningthe screw. On

this lolance you can weigh tiny objects,'such

as sclifares of graph paper, seeds, cereal, or

#3.uilding mobiles is another activity

involving balancing. (For information on

'thistopic see the Elementary Science Studz

book NIOBILBS1)

0

*MOBILES is available from the Webster Division' of

°McGraw1-lill Book Company.


